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MAU RIC IO LAVIE , DMD
PROSTHODO NTICS (N] specialty permit #5844)
r. Lavie harmoniously blends the art and science of dentistry to
achieve superior aesthetic and functional outcomes. From the sim
plest cosmetic procedures to the most complex reconstructive cases,
he utilizes magnification to provide meticulous care.
He believes in building strong relationships with patients based on trust
and understanding, and that patients should playa major role in decision
making regarding their care. "I treat my patients as I would want to be
treated," he says.
Dr. Lavie is a graduate of UMDNJ, where he also earned his master's
degree and prosthodontic specialty. He is an attending prosthodontist at
Mountainside Hospital.
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BE NJ AMIN MALDONADO, DMD
P ERIO DO NTIC S (N] specialty permit #3978)
" p

atients tell me I have a light touch," Dr. Benjamin Maldonado
says. "I spend time with my patients and really listen to them."
They relax the moment they enter his friendly office and are often
pleasantly surprised to find the treatment so painless and comfortable.
Dr. Maldonado provides implant placement, natural-looking gum
surgery, and comprehensive periodontal treatment with a gentle and
conservative approach. "We must be doing something right," he says. "My
fellow dentists send their families and staff here because of the quality of
our care."
This highly professional periodontist graduated from University of
Pennsylvania and completed his residency at Temple University.
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M. JOHN MATOS, DDS
OR AL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
(N] specialty permit #5159)

" S

peCialists are asked to be a team player in resolving problems,"
Dr. John Matos says. He and endodontist Dr. Carla Dersarkissian
(NJ speCialty permit #5735) manage dental infections comprehen
sively at one office. "The marriage of oral surgery, endodontics, and implan
tology provides a single solution to complex infections or restorative options."
A board-certified surgeon and NYU graduate, Dr. Matos maintains a
full-scope practice in his hometown. He is an attending physician at Trinitas
Regional Medical Center and president-elect of the Union County Dental
SOciety.
"Interpersonal communication counts," Dr. Matos says. He excels at it-in
English, Spanish, or Portuguese.
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